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Recent studies (DeWitt et al, Graboske et al, 1973) have 
modified the screening factors for nuclear reactions. The theory 
develops a general statistical mechanical framework within which the 
various analytical models of Salpeter are combined with Monte Carlo and 
perturbation calculations for specific mixtures. The result is a gen­
eral effective screening function in terms of the reacting charges Z , 
Z and the plasma properties p, T and z. This screening function 
greatly enhances the screening effects for presupernova models (Couch 
and Arnett, 1973; Bruenn, 1973) reducing carbon ignition densities in 
the ''-SM. range by a factor of two, and even more for degenerate 0 and 
Si burning. 
Current studies of screening have verified the accuracy of 
the general screening function relation for a wider range of physical 
conditions. Extensive Monte Carlo calculations by Hansen (1973) and by 
DeWitt and Graboske at Livermore have considerably extended and improved 
the accuracy of the numerical data used to determine the screening func­
tion. These new numerical results produce very slight changes in the 
screening function, of the order of one percent in the range 0.8 < £ < =>, 
where £.. = Z.Z /z . Only for £ „ < < : * a r e changes as large as 5% in 
the screening function (corresponding to a factor of 5 in the screening 
factor at carbon ignition densities). For late evolution reactions, how-
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ever, £.. is of order unity for all cases of interest (e.g., C ,C in 
*Work performed under the auspices of the 0. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
a C-0 mixture), and the modifications required for £ •* 0 die not 
rel£v'=mt. .'he or ig ina l screening function should continue to he suf­
f i c i en t . A reoond area invest igated is the effect on the screening of 
nonuniform electron d i s t r i b u t i o n s . All previous s trong screening 
studies assumu tha t a uniform electron d i s t r ibu t ion always o x h . t s , an 
assumption s t r i c t l y valid only at very high dens i ty . Using Hubbard's 
Monte Carlo method incorporating the Linhard plasma d i e l e c t r i c function, 
calculat ions were made to determine the effect on screening of electron 
clumping around the react ing nuc le i . The r e su l t s show s igni f icant en­
hancement of the screening function over the uniform d i s t r ibu t ion r e s u l t ; 
in cer ta in lower density regions , as much as twenty percent increase in 
the screening function. But, again, for react ions in l a ta evolutionary 
stages in the region of degenerate i g n i t i o n , the density i s su f f i c ien t ly 
high tha t e lectron uniformity i s a reasonable approximation. The region 
where e lectron nonuniformity i s s ign i f ican t i s more closely re la t ed to 
the case of intermediate screening, and i t i s qu i te l ike ly that th i s 
area w i l l be relevant to weakly degenerate carbon and oxygen i g n i t i o n , 
for example, in the 8-15Me rango where ignit ion occurs a t lower densi­
t i e s and higher temperatures, before neutrino e f fects can rad ica l ly cool 
and condense the i n t e r i o r s . 
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